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Abstract
We propose a new approach to library-based technology mapping,
based on the method of logical effort. Our algorithm is closeto
optimal for fanout-free circuits, and is extended to solve the load-
distribution problem for circuits with fanout. On average,bench-
mark circuits mapped using our approach are 25.39% faster than
the solutions obtained from SIS.

1 INTRODUCTION
The technology mapping step of synthesis binds a technologyin-
dependent logic level description of a circuit to a library of gates in
the target technology. A number of algorithms have been proposed
for this step, such as tree-mapping [1] and DAG-mapping [2],using
load-dependent delay models [3], constant delay models [4,5] as
well as using logical effort [6]. High-performance designsuse rich
libraries, with multiple instances of each cell, with varying delay,
area and drive capabilities. Technology mapping, therefore, is not
simply identifying the best cells to be used to implement some logic,
but also the best instance of the selected cells.
In this paper, we apply logical effort [7, 8] to the problem of
minimum-delay technology mapping. Our approach has two ad-
vantages over previous methods. First, the size of each gatein
the solution is implicitly determined, and does not have to be con-
sidered during matching. Second, the delay model is inherently
load-dependent, and there is no need to enumerate solutionsfor all
possible load values, as is traditionally done [3]. This makes our
approach faster than current algorithms for fanout-free circuits.
We also formulate and solve theload-distribution problem (de-
scribed in Section 2), which occurs in the case of circuits with
multiple fanouts. In [9], this problem was addressed in the context
of sizing a mapped circuit. We use the approach presented there to
guide the technology mapping algorithm at multiple fanout points in
the circuit, leading to mapped circuits that have better performance
than solutions obtained by previous methods.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Logical Effort
Logical effort [7, 8] has been widely used in a variety of application
domains [5, 10, 11, 12] as well as in industry standard EDA synthesis
tools [13, 14]. Using logical effort, the delay of a gate withinput
capacitanceci is modeled by a linear function of the loadcl as:

D = g×
cl

ci
+ p (1)

whereg is the logical effort,cl
ci

is called the electrical effort andp
is the parasitic delay of the gate.
∗This work was supproted by SRC under contract 2001-TJ-884 and NSF
under award CCR-0098117.

As shown in [8], the above equation can be extended to estimate the
minimum delay,D̂, of apathof logic as

D̂ = NF
1
N +P = N(GH)

1
N +P (2)

whereF = GH is the path effort,P is the path parasitic delay and
N is the number of gates on the path under consideration. The path
logical effort,G, and path electrical effort,H, are obtained as the
product of the gate logical and electrical efforts. Equivalently,H is
the ratio of the output to input capacitances of the path. Themini-
mum delay described by Equation (2) is obtained by distributing the
path effortF equally to each gate on the path, if the parasitic delay
P is ignored. Note that Equation (2) is only applicable to paths that
have single-fanout gates.

2.2 The Load Distribution Problem
A two-step dynamic-programming algorithm for technology map-
ping based on tree covering was proposed in [1], and has served as
the basis of later technology mapping algorithms. In thematching
step, matches for all gates are generated, and the optimum match at
each gate is stored as the solution for that gate, and in thecovering
step, the solution for the entire circuit is generated by an output-
to-input traversal. Later approaches [3, 4, 5] improve on [1] by
using more refined delay models that take into account the delay
dependence of load, and the effect of multiple gate sizes. However,
they do not address the load-distribution problem, described below.
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Figure 1. Technology Mapping at Multiple Fanouts

In a tree-mapping scenario, consider the situation shown inFigure
1, where some logic A has two fanouts, B and C, which eventually
drive primary outputs (POs). Assume that A, B and C are fanout-
free regions. The optimal solution for A depends directly onthe
load being driven, which, in this case, is the input capacitance of B
and C. There are two situations that have to be considered:
Interactions between A and its outputs Assigning a larger

input capacitance to B and C makes them faster, at the cost
of increasing the load on A, and slowing it down, and vice
versa. What is the optimum value of capacitance that should
be assigned to the output of A, so that the delay of theentire
circuit is minimized?

Interactions between B and C If these two fanout-free re-
gions have completely different delays to the POs of the



circuit, we would like the critical branch to have a larger in-
put capacitance. Conversely, if B and C have similar delays,
they should have the same input capacitance. Thus, if we
determine the optimal load that A should be driving, what is
the best distribution of this capacitance to each fanout?

We refer to these two problems together as theload-distribution
problem. Given a load at a multiple fanout point in the circuit,
current algorithms can determine the best mapping for the logic up to
that point. However, this load is typically estimated usingheuristics,
and since the mapped solution depends directly on the load being
driven, wrong estimates can lead to sub-optimal solutions.

3 MAPPING USING LOGICAL EFFORT
In this section, we show how we can use logical effort to guide
the selection of matches when mapping a circuit to a target library.
We first show how fanout-free circuits can be mapped using logical
effort, followed by our approach for multiple fanouts, where we
provide a solution to the load-distribution problem. We finally
summarize our overall approach for general circuits.

3.1 Mapping Fanout-Free Circuits
As is done in the traditional approach, we evaluate all matches at
each gate in the subject graph. However, the cost we minimizeis
the cumulative path logical effort,G. First consider a simple path,
with each gate having one fanin. As mentioned before, the path
electrical effort,H, in Equation (2), can be calculated as the ratio of
output to input capacitances of the path. i.e., if the electrical effort
of a path is known, its delay can be calculated using Equation(2),
without knowing the sizes of each gate on the path. If the path has
a fixed number of stages, then for a given path electrical effort, the
minimum delay over all possible implementations is obtained by
the implementation that minimizes the path logical effort,G.
We now allow any number of stages for the implementation, and
keep track of the optimal solution for each path length. Hence,
we obtain a set of solutions at the PO, each of which implement
the logic using a different path length. We can use Equation (2)
to determine which of these gives us the minimal delay. Once the
values ofG, H andN that minimize the delay have been determined,
the corresponding gate sizes can be calculated as describedin [8].
We can now generalize this approach to circuits with gates having
multiple fanins. A nice property of the logical effort formulation
is that for paths of the same length, the path with maximum delay
is also the one with maximum path logical effort,G. Hence, we
can use the accumulated values ofG at each input of a match to
determine which input is the critical one. The cost of each match is
defined to be the product of the logical effort of the match, and the
maximumof the costs of its inputs. As before, the delay depends
on the length of the path,N. We therefore record solutions for
all values of path length at each gate, and at the POs, the best
delay over allN can be selected, and the corresponding solution
recovered. Thus, we trade off the traditional approach of calculating
and storing solutions for all possible load values at each gate [3],
with generating solutions for different values of path length, which
is small in practice.
The pseudo-code of our dynamic-programming based approachis
presented in Algorithm 1. For all legal values of lengths, each gatet

Algorithm 1 Mapping for Fanout-Free Regions
// initialize
for each primary input (PI)p do

Gp[0] = 1
end for

// Phase I: Matching
for each gatet in topological orderdo

setGt [n] = +∞ for all n

// M t is the set of all matches at t
for eachm∈M t , with logical effortgm do

// I is the set of inputs to m
// calculate cumulative effort Gt [n+1] from
// the inputs, corresponding to distance n
if gm×maxi∈IGi [n] < Gt [n+1] then

Gt [n+1] = gm×maxi∈IGi [n]
Pt [n+1] = pm+Pi [n]

end if
end for

end for

// Phase II: Selecting Solution
at the PO, select the combination ofG, H andN that minimizes
delay

// Phase III: Covering

select matches in a traversal from the PO to PIs, sizing the
matches appropriately

keeps track of the accumulated product of logical effortsGt , and
the corresponding matches.Gt is indexed by the length of the path
at the inputs of the match at gatet, plus 1 for the match att itself.
Assume that we are considering the match of a library patternm at
gatet, which has logical effortgm and parasitic delaypm, and that
the length of the path from the PI tot is n. The cumulative logical
effort of lengthn at input i of the match isGi [n]. We select the
maximum of this value over all inputs, and take its product with gm,
to obtain the cumulative logical effort at the output oft for a path of
lengthn+1. Finally, the match and the cumulative parasitic delay
Pt [n+1] corresponding to the selectedGt [n+1] are also stored.

The optimality of Algorithm 1 is based on the following lemma
(proof omitted due to space restrictions):
Lemma 1. Selecting solutions of a gate t based on the input with
maximum path logical effort, and sizing this solution basedon the
path effort hence determined, does not adversely affect thenon-
critical inputs of t.
In Algorithm 1, the value of the cumulative effort for a matchat
a circuit node is calculated based on the previously stored optimal
values at its inputs. Naturally, the value of cumulative effort at a
node will be minimum only if the value at its inputs is minimum.
This optimal substructure property of our formulation, along with
Lemma 1, leads to an optimally mapped solution for the entire
circuit1.

3.2 A Solution to the Load Distribution Problem
We now address the general case of a circuit with multiple fanouts,

1The above discussion assumes that each input of a match has the same
logical effort and input capacitance. Extensions to Algorithm 1 and a
stronger version of Lemma 1 that can handle the general case are omitted
due to space restrictions.



and present a solution to the load distribution problem. We treat
the circuit as a collection of fanout-free regions. In this case, the
critical input of a fanout-free region is not well defined, since the
path having the maximum delay through the region may not lie on
the critical path of the circuit. We therefore use a modified version
of Algorithm 1, where instead of storing only one value ofGt [n]

at gatet, we storeGsi→t [n], wheres1,s2, . . . ,sk are the inputs of a
fanout-free region ending int (all of si andt are in the fanout-free
region).

We now propose a solution to the load-distribution problem,by ex-
tending techniques developed in [9]. The circuit is initially divided
into fanout-free regions, and matches for each of the fanout-free
regions are generated as described above. The Delay-Cin curve
of si , Dsi→PO, is the minimum delay of the critical path fromsi to
some PO, for different values of input capacitance. The critical path
may span multiple fanout-free regions of the circuit, andDsi→PO

implicitly stores the optimal values of load at each multiple fanout
point, as well as the optimal distribution of this load to each fanout.

The Delay-Cin curve ofsi is calculated as follows. At a PO, the
Delay-Cin curve consists of a single delay value of zero, for the fixed
load being driven. The circuit is traversed from the POs to the PIs,
and therefore the Delay-Cin curves of each fanout oft are known.
The load thatt has to drive is the sum of the input capacitances
of each of the fanouts. Since the Delay-Cin curves of each fanout
have been calculated, for any fanout Fj , if we select a particular
input capacitance, we immediately know the minimum delay ofthe
critical path from Fj to a PO. The minimum delay of the critical path
fromsi for some value of input capacitancecinsi

to a PO is composed
of the minimum delay of the path within the fanout-free region (i.e.,
the path fromsi tot) and the maximum delay from any fanout oft to a
PO. Say we have some selection of input capacitances of each fanout
of t, and since matching is complete, we can select the logical effort
Gsi→t , electrical effortHsi→t and path lengthNsi→t that minimize
the delay of the path fromsi to t. Adding to this value the maximum
delay to the POs of any fanout Fj gives us the required critical path
delayfor that selection of input capacitances of fanouts. Repeating
this for every combination of input capacitances of the fanouts and
selecting the minimum delay thus obtained gives usDsi→PO. Thus,
by considering all combinations of fanout capacitances, wedirectly
address the load-distribution problem.

Algorithm 2 shows how the Delay-Cin curve of inputsi of a fanout-
free region terminating int is calculated. Given an electrical effort,
H = CL

cinsi
, Calculate DCurvesi calculates the best delay of a

fanout-free region from all the solutions of different lengths that
have been generated. This is used byCalculate Dsi→PO to
determine the best load, and the best distribution of this load to all
fanouts, for the given input capacitance.

Consider the circuit shown in figure 1, and assume that B and C
drive fixed loads at POs. For different input capacitances ofB and C,
we can calculate the minimum achievable delay, thereby obtaining
the Delay-Cin curves at their inputs. At fanout-free region A, we
need to consider all combinations of input capacitances of Band
C. Each such combination is one possible value of load for A.
For a particular load and input capacitance, we can calculate the
minimum delay in A usingCalculate DCurve. Combining

Algorithm 2 Calculating the Delay-Cin Curves
Calculate DCurvesi [CL][cinsi

]

// si is the input, t is the output of the path
for all values of path lengthn do

temp= n
[

Gsi→t [n]× CL
cinsi

]
1
n
+Psi→t [n]

if temp< DCurvesi [CL][cinsi
] then

DCurvesi [CL][cinsi
] = temp

end if
end for

Calculate Dsi→PO[cinsi
]

// t has l outputs,F0,F1 . . .Fl
for every combination ofcin j of all fanouts Fj do

if the selected combination is not redundantthen
CL = ∑l

j=1 cinF j

Calculate DCurvesi [CL][cinsi
]

temp = DCurve[CL][cinsi ] + max
j=1... l

DFj→PO[cinF j
]

if temp< Dsi→PO[cinsi
] then

Dsi→PO[cinsi
] = temp

end if
end if

end for

this with the maximum of delays to POs through B and C gives us
a possible point on the Delay-Cin curve of the input of A.
Although the total number of combinations ofcinF j

is large
(O(∏ |cinF j |), where|cinF j | is the number of possible values of input
capacitance of Fj), it is shown in [9] that the number of combi-
nations that actually have to be considered is much smaller,and is
equal toO(∑ |cinF j |). The remaining combinations are redundant,
and there is no loss of information by ignoring these.
This dynamic programming algorithm addresses both the compo-
nents of the load-distribution problem. First, theglobally optimal
output and input capacitance for each fanout-free region isdeter-
mined. Second, the best distribution of the output load intothe input
capacitances of the fanout-free regions being driven is determined.

3.3 Summary of Our Approach
The complete approach for logical effort based technology mapping
addressing the load-distribution problem, called MELT (Technology
Mapping usingLogical Effort: the order of letters are suggestive
of the multiple input-output-input traversals of the circuit required
by our approach) is presented in Algorithm 3. After the first three
steps, which have been described previously, we have Delay-Cin

curves at the PIs of the circuit. At each PI, the load that minimizes
the maximum delay to any PO is selected. The PIs are are processed
in decreasing order of this delay. A forward traversal from the PIs
using the selected loads fixes the input and output capacitances and
the lengths of each fanout-free region. This information, in turn can
be used to select the matches of the optimal solution.
In Algorithm 3, there are two issues that restrict the optimality of
the final solution. First, the processing of each input of a fanout-free
region is carried out independent of other inputs of this region. The
solutions generated by different inputs may contradict each other.
Second, circuits in general have reconvergent fanouts. Theinterac-
tion between multiple, overlapping reconvergent paths is difficult



Algorithm 3 MELT: Technology Mapping using
Logical Effort

Divide the circuit into fanout-free regions

PI→ PO Traversal: generate matches for each fanout-free region
using Algorithm 1, storing optimal matches for each input ofthe
fanout-free region

PO→ PI Traversal: calculate Delay-Cin curves for each input to
the fanout-free region using Algorithm 2

PI→ PO Traversal: select the optimal electrical effort for each
fanout-free region, and the corresponding lengths

Covering: use the assigned output and input capacitances to
generate the corresponding optimal covers for each fanout-free
region

to analyze efficiently. For both these cases, we use the heuristic of
assuming that all paths are independent, and make the best choice
available. The loss of optimality is acceptable when compared with
the alternative of calculating the exact solution.

4 RESULTS
In order to validate our approach, we used MELT to map the ISCAS
combinational benchmark circuits. These results were compared
with SIS [15]. The library used for SIS was generated by calibrat-
ing INV, 2-, 3- and 4-input NAND and NOR, AOI- and OAI- 21,
211, 22, 221, 222, 31, 32, 33, XOR and XNOR gates on a 0.1µ
technology using the Berkeley Predictive Technology Model2 [16].
Multiple sizes of each gate were generated, for a total library size
of approximately 400 elements. These gates were also calibrated
in order to obtain the logical effort and parasitic delays, which con-
stitute the library used by our algorithm, with 25 elements,one for
each gate type. Once gate sizes for the mapped circuit are calcu-
lated using MELT, they are normalized to actual sizes available in
the library.
The results obtained are as shown in Table 1. The first column lists
the benchmark circuit. The next two, under the title SIS showthe
best delay obtained for each circuit using the commandmap -n
1 in SIS, and the corresponding running time,T, in seconds. The
performance of MELT for the same circuits is as shown. On av-
erage, our algorithm generates circuits that are 25.39% faster than
those obtained using SIS. Interestingly, MELT also has an area im-
provement of 7.84%. During the covering step, the load at multiple
fanout points is accurately known, and is usually higher than that
estimated by SIS. Complex gates have better delay characteristics
at higher loads, as compared to the equivalent using simple gates,
and consequently MELT makes greater use of complex gates. Since
complex gates tend to occupy less area than the equivalent circuit
composed of simple gates, we observe an overall area improvement.
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